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PST Bespoke Furniture’s history of innovation began in 1967 when the 
discipline of seating design was focused on delivering products that didn’t 
just meet, but exceeded the expectations of its customers. This industry 

unprecedented 50 years manufacturing experience allows PST to continually 
invent, optimise and evolve its product range capabilities, defining the 

future of seating.

Supplying a diverse range of industries including hospitality, education, Supplying a diverse range of industries including hospitality, education, 
travel, healthcare, beauty, arts, entertainment, public sector and marine, 

PST retains a particularly enviable reputation in leisure and gaming visible on 
location in Las Vegas, major gaming capitals worldwide and famous London 

West End casinos. PST is also proud to collaborate with global brands such as 
McDonalds and Virgin.

Indeed, whether it’s traditional handcrafted high backed benches, luxurious Indeed, whether it’s traditional handcrafted high backed benches, luxurious 
lounge concepts, low level live gaming chairs or state of the art seating for 

slot machines, PST continues to define the future of bespoke furniture 
design.

“We love working with PST, their fantastic customer 
service always goes above and beyond and their 
high quality manufacture exceeds expectations 

every time”.
Jamie Douglas, Virgin Voyages

“PST is an understanding, customer focused “PST is an understanding, customer focused 
business which is able to fulfil jobs no matter what 

the size”. 
Ed Carroll, Ladbrokes Coral





Gaming 

Gaming, Betting Shops and Casinos.

As world renown specialists in casino and gaming, PST has designed, manufactured and 
installed furniture in establishments throughout the UK, Europe, Asia, USA, South 

Africa and across the globe.

From bespoke ranges created specifically to a client’s unique brief through to the From bespoke ranges created specifically to a client’s unique brief through to the 
re-upholstery of worn fabrics on classic seating using traditional methods to restore 

former glory, PST is proud of its reputation for delivering handcrafted premium quality 
seating solutions which cater for all requirements. Alternatively, customers can also 

choose from a comprehensive range of in stock items.
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Hospitality
 

Bars, Restaurants and Hotels.

Demands and expectations within the hospitality sector are exacting. Bars, restaurants 
and hotels are all in competition in some form or another and have strive to provide 

exclusive experiences in unique surroundings. 

PST prides itself on working closely with customers in this industry to create briefs in PST prides itself on working closely with customers in this industry to create briefs in 
which furniture concepts complement the aesthetic individual design without 

compromising on durability, whether it’s a bar located in a 300 year old listed building 
which requires subtle hues complimented by high backed leather booths and copper 

pendant lighting or a major new ocean liner with modern decor and spaces that should 
transform to any given mood.
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Casual Dining, Fast Food 
and Cafe’s

Casual dinning and the fast food industry is predicted to continue to grow 
exponentially this decade and is a market sector on which PST places great emphasis. 

Indeed, working closely with global giants such as McDonalds has provided an 
important insight into the specific seating requirements and bespoke branding 

necessary for such high street outlets. 

PST ensures clients achieve optimum results on any given budget while also PST ensures clients achieve optimum results on any given budget while also 
understanding the influence of psychology and that creating an environment in which 
customers feel comfortable and relaxed will result in them staying longer, spending 

more and returning frequently.
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Public Sector
 

Healthcare, Education and Security

Each of these sectors require distinct design approaches as it’s imperative all furniture 
concepts and production satisfy specific key criteria.

Whether it’s sourcing, designing, layout planning or manufacturing, exacting demands, 
durability and budgets must be strictly adhered to, be it seating for a hospital waiting 

room or benches for a school common area.

PST supplies an extensive range of products to these sectors from existing ranges of PST supplies an extensive range of products to these sectors from existing ranges of 
furniture, however,  all clients benefit from personal design and concept creation to 
ensure where necessary, bespoke solutions are constructed to accommodate budget 

constraints and precise requirements exactly whether it be a new furniture rollout or 
undertaking a refurbishment programme.
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Cruise Ships  |  11 

Cruise Ships

Designing for cruise ships is unique with an entirely new set of parameters and 
considerations to take into account. Indeed, with a long history and extensive 

experience in this sector, PST prides itself on being the partner of choice for many ship 
builders with furniture designed for casinos through to restaurants, bars, nightclubs 

and general lounge areas. 

With stringent constraints on manufacturing and rigid delivery deadlines, PST is proud With stringent constraints on manufacturing and rigid delivery deadlines, PST is proud 
of its cruise ship collaborations with global brands such as Virgin which trust PST 

implicitly to produce furniture to precise design briefs.



About PST

World renowned specialists of chromium and brass plated metal furniture, PST 
pioneers a wide range of secondary embellishment technologies. The revolutionary 

self-levelling, self-returning gas lifts can be fitted to all stem chairs while a 
majority of chairs can also be fitted with a swivel or a self-return swivel.

PST prides itself on its attention to ergonomic details with seat backs, frames and PST prides itself on its attention to ergonomic details with seat backs, frames and 
footrests paramount when engineering for comfort.  Design is also crucial in order 

to provide the optimal experience which subsequently translates into more “time on 
device”; a true measurement of success for many environments.

For clients with bespoke requirements, briefs are created together with samples For clients with bespoke requirements, briefs are created together with samples 
being produced in order to permit any amendments prior manufacturing. A simple 

but important process, which ensures a unique product for individual locations. It’s 
simply not enough for a chair to just perform with functionality.
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Century Casino

Duncan Savage, Rainbow Casino

“I have been using PST for many years now 
for all my seating requirements and other 

products as well. The quality of their 
products has always been to the highest 

standard and is very competitively priced 
and their service always exceeds 

expectations.

In addition to their standard products they In addition to their standard products they 
have also produced bespoke products when 
required and I would have no hesitation in 

recommended them for any furniture 
requirements”.



Elara ChairCosmopolitan Love SeatCosmopolitan Chair Cosmopolitan Love SeatCosmopolitan Chair

Ceaser ChairCeaser ChairBellagio ChairBellagio ChairAria ChairAria Chair

Vegas Collection

Encore ChairEncore Chair Encore Chair with ArmsEncore Chair with ArmsEncore Chair Encore ChairEncore ChairEncore Chair
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Vdara ChairSignature Chair with ArmsSignature Chair

Encore Chair at Century Casino



Roma Chair Voyage Chair

Paris Chair Paris Love Seat Poker Dealers Chair

Caro Chair Mayfair Deluxe Chair Oxford Deluxe Chair

Washington Chair

Continental Collection
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Virgin Voyages

“We’re happy to have partnered with PST 
on the design of our casino seating. It was 
very important that the end result offer a 
high quality onboard experience for our 
Sailors. We look forward to working with 

PST in the future”.

Voyage Chair Onboard Virgin Voyages 



Oxford Chair

Kensington Chair

Sophia Chair Victoria Chair

Knightsbridge ChairCambridge Chair

Canterbury Chair Captains Chair

Opulence Collection
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Oxford Chair at Rainbow Casino 

Hampton Chair Mayfair Chair



Aldgate Slot Chair Aldgate Tub Chair Aldgate Victoria Chair

Aldgate Low Stool Aldgate Racing Stool

Aldgate Budget Chair Aldgate Chair Aldgate High Stool

Aldgate Collection
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Nick Lowe, Betfred Retail PM

“PST are one of our only suppliers who constantly 
go above and beyond. Nothing is ever to much and 

they consistently deliver high quality products 
prior to deadlines. Building good working 

relationships is fundamental to their ethos, and 
this is made much easier with the personnel 

involved in the business”.

Aldgate Slot Chair at Ladbrokes



VIP Punto Banco Chair VIP Poker Chair VIP Slot Chair

VIP Card Chair VIP Octagon Chair

Curzon 5 Star Poker Chair Monte Carlo Chair VIP Baccarat Chair

VIP Collection
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Michael Stalker, Les Ambassadeurs Club

“We are very pleased with the furniture. I am really 
delighted with the look, design and quality of the 

furniture, the marble room looks fantastic. Thank you 
very much for your help with all this and your 

assistance in ensuring suitability has been 
appreciated. You have provided a very good service 
all the way through from design to delivery. Keep up 

the good work!”the good work!”

VIP Slot Chair at Les Ambassadeurs Club



Stewards Chair Tansy Chair Windsor Chair

Henley Chair Kings Chair Queen’s Chair

Derwent Chair Dorchester Chair Focus Chair

Single Stem Collection
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Erik Sober, Slots Director, Casino Cosmopol

“Casino Cosmopol have placed orders with PST for 
numerous years now, mainly because of the service, 
quality of the product and competitive pricing. Any 
alterations that I have requested to my chairs have 

been manufactured to a high standard no matter the 
quantity required. PST have designed bespoke chairs 
for Casino Cosmopol Group which has exceeded our 
expectations. I would recommend this Company for 

any of your furniture requirements”.

Focus Chair in situ 



Chicago Chair Derby Chair

Brugge 5 Star Chair Cambridge 5 Star Chair

Multi Stem Collection

Mini Derby Chair

Disco Chair Trafalgar Chair Tulip Chair
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Kensington 5 Star Chair



Oxford 5 Star Chair Gazelle Chair

Derby Chair at Admiral Slots

Cantilever Chair



Mayfair Stool Tansy StoolFocus Stool High

Focus Stool Henley Stool

Aria Stool Derby Stool Focus 5 Star Stool

Stool Collection
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Trafalgar Stool Vdara Stool

Focus Stool at Genting Casino



Kings Delux Chair Palma Chair Power Tub Chair

Inspector Chair One Inspector Chair Two Inspector Chair Three

Boyle Tub Chair Fred Tub Chair Ibiza Chair

Occasional Seating
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Salou Chair Stan Tub Chair

Boyle Tub Chair at Rainbow Casino



Trafalgar Valet Triangular Valet with Inserts Trumpet Table

Poseur Table Rio Table

Circular Valet Oval Table

Tulip Valet
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Oval Valet at Hippodrome CasinoValet Table (Side Handles)

Valet Table (hoop)

Valet Table (Inserted Handles)Oval Valet 

Toughened glass 
options available



Piper Heidsieck Champagne 
Table

Pol Roger Champagne Table Taittinger Champagne Table

Laurent Perrier Champagne 
Table

Moet Champagne Table Mumm Champagne Table

Bollinger Champagne Table Dom Perignon Champagne 
Table

Henriot Champagne Table

Champagne Tables
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Verve Champagne Table

Champagne Table In Situ

Bespoke table at 22 Clifton



Poker tables are one of PST’s most popular and best selling gaming products, purchased by 
discerning casinos and gaming establishments across the globe. Traditional, experienced 
and quality craftsmanship help to create a product built to exceptional standards with 
each individual table tailor made to a client’s exact specifications while simultaneously 

designed to be attractive and durable.

Cash Poker Table

Tournament Poker Table

Betfair Poker Top Jennings Poker Top ‘H’ Style Base

Betfred Poker Top Octagon Poker Top Barrel Style Base 

Poker Tables
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Metal Flute Legs Flush Note Plunger Poker Chip Trays

Folding Legs Tip Box Secure Cash Boxes

Cameo Oxford 5 Star Base Dealers Chair



Comfort is a paramount principle in the PST range of soft seating. 
Ergonomics, additional padding and sumptuous fabrics are used to ensure 
the exhaustive soft seating collection compliments the experience clients 

endeavour to offer their customers throughout a range of different 
venues.

Soft Seating
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Whether it’s a traditional or contemporary style required, the PST range of bistro 
and banqueting seating will help create an opulent and unique ambience in any 
restaurant or bar. Quality and durability are at the forefront of design and the 
manufacturing process, ensuring all furniture whether in high traffic areas or 

remote cosy lounges, remain looking at their best.

Bistro & Banqueting
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The options are endless when it comes to PST’s bar stool range, only 
imagination can limit a client! Options range from steel framework with 
specialist coatings to hardwood finishes stained to match precise decor, 
single stem or four legs, trumpet bases or bolted to the ground, not to 
mention an almost endless selection of high quality, durable fabrics.

Bar Stools
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PST armchairs are featured in some of the highest profile hotel chains, 
reception areas, casinos and restaurants around the world. With 

hardwood frames available in a wide selection of finishes, these are 
complimented by an extensive choice of fabrics which complete the look 

and feel of any interior space.

Armchairs
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Jenna Boyle, Director of Retail Operations

“PST have proved an excellent partner to 
our business for a number of years. They 
have offered a consistently high quality 

service, delivering a competitively 
priced, first class product.

I would have no hesitation in I would have no hesitation in 
recommending PST for all your furniture 

requirements”.



Tables form the centre point of any gathering as in addition to looking good they are 
functional. PST has designed a range of tables incorporating all shapes and sizes, 

even ones which are filled with ice and illuminated from under the worktop. 
Anything is possible and PST promises to collaborate with its clients to bring design 

concepts to reality.

Tables
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PST has been at the forefront of high end, design led furniture and manufacturing 
for more than 50 years. 

 Specialising in collaborating with designers to elevate them in order they realise 
their vision for a project, individual test pieces can be created in 3D, or worked up 
into actual samples before the manufacturing process even takes place so attention 

to detail is provided throughout every stage of development.

Design Led Furniture Gallery
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PST’s comprehensive in house design 
facilities permit a simple sketch of an 

idea to be developed through to a 
finished product.

From assisting in the fabric selection From assisting in the fabric selection 
process choosing qualities and colours to 
reflect a brand through to designing the 
entire layout of a space, PST  provides 

detailed plans, designs and 3D 
visualisations for both individual products 

or complete spaces in order to assist 
clients realise their project’s potential.clients realise their project’s potential.

In House Design Services
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One of the latest projects completed is a new retail wine shop and bar in Bristol, 
United Kingdom for which the owners credit PST with “influencing their entire 

operational approach and design.”

One of the challenges on this exciting project was that it is located in a stunning 
Georgian building more than 300 years old. However, PST was effectively able to 

combine traditional handmade craftsmanship with cutting edge technology to 
produce a design concept which effectively dictated the entire overall branding.

High backed leather banquet seating, low level club chairs, swivel return stools and High backed leather banquet seating, low level club chairs, swivel return stools and 
tables with ice buckets which remain cool for hours all complemented by luxurious 

fabrics have resulted in creating a unique wine bar atmosphere which is proving 
extremely popular with customers.

This traditional atmosphere also boasts ultra modern technology with PST 
incorporating touchpads into each table which not only wirelessly charge mobile 

phones but enable customers to place orders directly from their table.

Case Study - 22 Clifton 
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With Virgin Voyages on a mission to create the world’s most irresistible travel brand 
seeking to redefine what people can expect from a holiday at sea, it was evident 

from the outset that this luxury cruise liner would not compromise on its standards 
in any way. 

With competition fierce to collaborate on the launch of its inaugural ship Scarlet With competition fierce to collaborate on the launch of its inaugural ship Scarlet 
Lady, PST triumphed and was chosen to supply a range of furniture throughout the 
vessel. Indeed, this partnership proved so successful, PST has since fitted out the 
second ship Valiant Lady, a soon to be launched third called Resilient Lady and a 

fourth, currently under construction called Brilliant Lady. 

Being a partner of choice for such an iconic brand has been an honour and with Being a partner of choice for such an iconic brand has been an honour and with 
Virgin’s vision on modernising the traditional cruise industry, PST has produced 

innovative, bespoke ranges incorporating advanced technology employed elsewhere 
throughout the ships to revolutionise furniture design, production and 

manufacturing.

Case Study - Virgin Voyages
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Floor Fixed Base Self Levelling & Self Return 
Gas Lift

Standard Gas Lift

Quick Release Base

Tulip Base with D Footrest Flat Base with Footring Flat Base with T Footring

Customer Options

Bespoke Embroidered Logo 
Chair

Bespoke Transferred Logo 
Chair
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Brass Frame Finish

Trumpet Base Elongated Legs 5 Star Base with Castors

Jetson Base Anodic Bronze Finish Chrome Frame Finish

EPC Frame Finish Gold Splendour Frame Finish



Head Office/Showroom  
43 Brunel Parkway, Derby, DE24 8HR, UK

UK Factory
River Drive, South Shields, NE33 1LH, UK

T: +44 (0) 191 456 6209

E: info@pstseating.com

www.pstseating.comwww.pstseating.com


